Abstract. We present a formalism for programming complex multiagent reactive systems in a structured manner. The motivation behind this work is to obtain a simple semantic framework for such reactive systems. The approach followed is to build upon a timed extension of concurrent constraint programs that have been used to present an elegant declarative framework for reactive systems. Timed concurrent constraint (TCC) programs are extended with the primitives for defining and manipulating ambients that contain TCC programs. The extension is simple and conservative, in the sense that TCC programs are a subset of the new formalism -Mobile Timed Concurrent Constraints (MTCC).
Introduction
Reactive systems are those that continuously interact with their environment asynchronously; i.e. where the environment is unable to wait for a response from the system. Reactive systems are generally applicable to automatic process control and monitoring. They are also very useful in specifying and implementing systems such as communication protocols where various timing considerations need to be satisfied.
A number of formalisms have been presented in the literature for reactive systems. These include the languages LUSTRE, ESTEREL, and SIGNAL [HCP91, BB91, GB86, Ber98] . These formalisms have been quite successful in specifying, reasoning with, and implementing reasonably complex reactive systems; however they do not model systems that consist of a number of reactive subcomponents that dynamically interact with each other and the environment. An example of this type of system can be seen in the telecommunications arena, where sophisticated telephony applications involve controlling a number of individual calls distributed across different switches, and where the interactions between the calls changes dynamically.
In this paper we present a formalism for modelling a system consisting of a number of reactive sub-components, that dynamically interact with each other and the environment. Our technique is based on extending an existing formalism for specifying reactive systems -Timed Concurrent Constraints -with a formalism for capturing the dynamic configuration of the reactive sub-componentsthe Ambient Calculus. One of the major motivations for using Timed Concurrent Constraints (TCC) over other formalisms is the very simple and elegant semantic model presented in [SJG94b] for TCC. The concepts introduced by the Ambient Calculus to model the multi-agent nature of systems are orthogonal to the concepts in TCC, and the combination of the two gives an elegant model for multi-agent reactive systems.
In the rest of the paper, we first outline the TCC approach to reactive programming, followed by an overview of the Ambient Calculus. We then present the syntax and semantics of Mobile Timed Concurrent Constraints (MTCC), which combines aspects of TCC and Ambient Calculus. We then present some motivating examples of the use of MTCC to model multi-agent reactive systems. We conclude the paper with some pointers for future work.
Related Work There is limited published research in trying to model multiagent reactive systems. [RR00, BRS93] come closest presenting extensions to ES-TEREL for multiple agents communicating asynchronously; but the notion of mobility is not modelled. A related effort is the modelling of higher-order Signal [TN98] , where mobility can be modelled as signals that are themselves agents.
From the perspective of concurrent constraints, [GP00] presents a multi-agent concurrent constraint system, consisting of computational spaces arranged in a hierarchy of locations; mobility is modelled by allowing closures to migrate to named locations.
Another interesting approach for integrating time into a process calculus is [BH00] which presents a timed extension of the π-calculus.
Timed Concurrent Constraints
Concurrent Constraints is a computational paradigm where the notion of the value-store, that forms the basis of imperative languages, is replaced with the notion of a constraint-store; i.e. computation constrains instead of assigns values to locations in the store. Correspondingly, the notions of "read" and "write" are replaced by notions of "ask" and "tell" that query the information in the store, and monotonically refine the information in the store respectively. Concurrent constraint programs consist of a number of agents that interact concurrently with the store. An agent can either add a constraint to the store (tell ) or suspend until there is sufficient information in the store to entail a given constraint (ask ).
Formally, a constraint system, C, consists of a set of tokens with a minimal first-order structure -variables, substitution, and existential quantificationequipped with an entailment relation, C . Examples of constraint systems include Herbrand underlying logic programs where the variables range over finite trees and tokens indicate equality of trees; and Gentzen [SJG94a] where variables range over a set of names, and the tokens are the names themselves. The entailment relation in Gentzen is very simple:
The tokens (names) in Gentzen can be interpreted as the signals of reactive systems. Because of its simplicity, we will consider the Gentzen constraint system as the underlying constraint system for the formalisms presented in the rest of the paper.
Timed concurrent constraints (TCC) extend the concurrent constraint paradigm with the notion of time-steps. TCC was first proposed in [SJG94b, SJG94a] where it was used to give an elegant model for reactive programs. The basic idea behind TCC is to consider each step of reaction with the environment as a concurrent constraint program, and to provide language primitives that extend the behaviour of a concurrent constraint program over time. In this paper, we use TCC to refer to both the model and the programming language as presented in [SJG94b] .
Execution of a concurrent constraint program consists of executing all the agents concurrently, and adding information to the store, until the agents can no longer add any further information to the store -the program is said to have reached a quiescent state. The execution of a TCC programs now consists of a sequence of time-steps where each time-step is the execution of a concurrent constraint program to quiescence. The underlying model for TCC programs is therefore a set of traces, where each trace is a sequence of the quiescent states of the program.
The combinators for TCC programs can be classified into the base concurrent constraint combinators: Tell, Positive Ask, Parallel Composition, and Abort; and timed combinators: Timed Negative Ask, and Unit Delay. The abstract syntax for the TCC language is given in Figure 1 . In the abstract syntax we have assumed that variables (X) range over signals in the underlying Gentzen constraint system. The operational, denotational and logical semantics for TCC A, B ::= c (Tell)
is presented in [SJG94b] . In this section we will outline the operational semantics of TCC. The operational semantics of TCC programs is given using two binary transition relations, → and £. The → transition describes transitions within a timestep, and the £ relation describes a transition from one time-step to another.
Tell This agent imposes a given constraint on the store. Positive Ask This agent checks if a given constraint, c, is entailed by the store, if so it evolves to a agent A, otherwise it blocks until the constraint, c is entailed. Negative Ask This agent checks if a given constraint is entailed by the current time-step after reaching quiescence. If the constraint is not entailed, then it evolves into the agent A in the next time step.
1
Skip skip is the agent that does nothing at every time instant.
Unit Delay This agent acts as skip in the current time-step, and evolves into the agent A in the next time-step. Parallel composition This combinator executes both the agents, A and B, in parallel. Hiding This combinator generates a new name (constraint), and binds it to the variable X in the agent A. Abort abort is the agent that instantaneously causes all interactions with the environment to cease.
It is also possible to define other constructs based on the model for TCC, such as extended waits, watch-dogs, suspension-activation and multi-form time etc. In the rest of the paper we will make use of these constructs and refer the reader to [SJG94a] for a more detailed presentation of TCC.
Example 1 (Modelling a phone-call in TCC). As an example of the use of TCC we model a simplified call in TCC. A call can be in one of three states; offered, answered and idle. The transitions between the states are governed by the events busy, reject, answer, and disconnect. The state transitions can be visualised as in Figure 2 .
Fig. 2. Call States and transitions
In the syntax of TCC, a call can be represented as follows Call = watching {answer,reject,busy,disconnect} do (always offered)
whenever answer do (next AnsweredCall) whenever {reject, busy,disconnect} do next (always idle) AnsweredCall = watching disconnect do (always answered)
whenever disconnect do next (always idle)
Here, we have used the watchdog construct watching, which executes some agent watching for a condition to be satisfied. If the watchdog condition is satisfied, the agent is terminated from the next time-step. The converse of this behaviour is exhibited by the whenever construct, which waits till a condition is satisfied to start the execution of an agent. We refer the reader to [SJG94b] for a formal definition and semantics of these constructs. The example basically asserts the offered state till one of the events answer, busy, reject, disconnect are observed, at which stage a state transition takes place. If the event is either busy, or reject, then a transition is made to the idle state. Otherwise, if the answer event occurs, the Call agent evolves into AnsweredCall in the next time step. A similar explanation can be given for the AnsweredCall agent.
Because of the simplicity of our model, we can use the same TCC program to model both an incoming and an outgoing call. In Example 4, we will present an example of call control, exhibiting both these aspects of a call.
Ambient Calculus
The ambient calculus was introduced in [CG98, CG00b] to model mobility of agent based systems. The central concept of the ambient calculus is that of an ambient, which captures the notion of a container within which computation takes place. Each ambient can itself contain other ambients to form an hierarchy of ambients. The ambient calculus then provides mechanisms to manipulate the containers as a whole; for example by moving an ambient, opening an ambient, creating new ambients etc. The essence of the ambient calculus is the manipulation of computational spaces; it does not specify any restriction on the computation that can be contained within these spaces.
The ambient calculus has been used in the literature to study a wide range of aspects of mobile computation. Named ambients and the associated capabilities have also been used to study the security aspects of mobile computation [Car00] . The ambient calculus can be equipped with an equational theory [GC99] , which allows reasoning about the behaviour of ambients. A technique for describing and reasoning about the temporal properties of the ambient calculus has been presented in [CG00a] ; this enables us to reason about the dynamic evolution of the structure of the ambients.
The syntax of the ambient calculus is presented in Figure 3 . We have only considered a limited form of the ambient calculus without replication, and the prefixing operation. We have taken some liberties with the syntax to make it closer to the syntax of TCC. The actions of the ambient calculus are represented P, Q ::= skip (Inactivity)
where the actions (M ) are defined as
. Syntax of the ambient calculus using capabilities. As we mentioned before, each ambient is named, and manipulating an ambient requires the name of the ambient; this is reflected in the fact that each of the capabilities (in, out, and open) are parametrised with a name. The set of capabilities presented here are quite minimal; it is possible to extend this set of capabilities to introduce concepts that are specific to a particular application of the ambient calculus. We use such a capability (connect) in Example 5. The semantics of the ambient calculus is given by a binary transition relation, £, that describes the evolution of ambients. We have presented the rules pertaining to capabilities in Figure 4 . 
(by the out capability)
(by the in capability)
Note that the use of a fresh name for the name of the complex ambient would disallow any other ambient from entering the complex ambient -this is a form of access-control.
Mobile Timed Concurrent Constraints
We extend the TCC paradigm of computation by introducing ambient structure. We consider each ambient as containing a TCC program that evolves within the ambient. The evolution of the ambient structure can then model the mobility and coordination of individual reactive computations. The resulting formalism, which we call Mobile Timed Concurrent Constraints (MTCC), is capable of expressing reactive behaviour where a number of reactive sub-components interact with each other and the environment in a coordinated manner. In effect, each reactive sub-component can be seen as a single agent, and the entire program can be seen as representing the global (distributed) behaviour of a multi-agent system.
One of the criteria in the design of MTCC was to keep the reactive aspects and the coordination aspects orthogonal to each other. This would not only simplify the resulting formalism, but could allow the formal techniques for reasoning with TCC programs, and ambient calculus programs, applicable to MTCC. Another criteria for the design was to make the MTCC formalism a conservative extension of the TCC formalism, both syntactically and semantically; i.e. every TCC program should remain a valid MTCC program and the semantic model for TCC programs should be a special case of the semantic model for MTCC programs.
One of the first issues we come across when integrating ambients into TCC is the issue of names. The approach we follow in this paper is to identify the names of ambients with the signals (names) of TCC. Creation of a new ambient can be achieved by a tell ; i.e. we assert the existence of an ambient.
Syntax The syntax for MTCC is presented in Figure 5 . The terms of MTCC are the terms in the free-algebra generated by the grammar rules in Figure 5 .
Example 3 (Examples of MTCC terms). Note that every term of the ambient calculus is a term in MTCC. For example, the following term is a pure ambient calculus term.
where the actions (M ) are defined as Note that the ambient m contains two ambients, named n. This is a legal term and is allowed by MTCC. Every term of TCC is also a valid term of MTCC. For example, the terms, Call, and AnsweredCall defined in Example 1 are also terms of MTCC. Below, we give an example of a term that combines aspects of both TCC and the ambient calculus
Semantics Recall that the semantic model for TCC presented in Section 2, models TCC programs as sets of sequences of quiescent states. In the case of MTCC the model can be extended to be sets of sequences of trees of quiescent states; i.e. each time-step of an MTCC program can be modelled as a tree of quiescent states. The tree structure reflects the structure of the ambient component of the program for that time-step, and the quiescent states represent the reactive components of the program for that time-step. We refer to this intuitive model of MTCC programs in the rest of the paper 2 . First we note that an MTCC program exhibits the hierarchical structure of an ambient calculus term: it can be viewed as a labelled tree where the nodes of the tree are labelled and represent an ambient. The nodes contain a multiset of MTCC agents. Parallel composition of MTCC agents in an ambient is represented by multi-set union. The top level node is labelled with the unique label τ representing the top-level ambient. We refer to this hierarchical structure as a configuration.
We assume that each node in the configuration is labelled with an unique label, and therefore it is possible to refer to any node in the tree using a sequence of labels starting with τ . We refer to such sequences of labels with the Greek alphabet φ. Given a configuration, Γ , we use σ Γ (φ) to refer to the sub-multiset of tokens and ambient names in the node φ of a configuration. Note that the labels mentioned above are not the same as the names of the ambients. This is because following the ambient calculus, MTCC permits the presence of multiple ambients with the same name at the same level (cf. Example 3). Therefore, ambient names cannot be used to uniquely identify a node in the configuration.
The operational semantics for MTCC is presented as an extension of the binary transition relations for TCC (cf. Section 2). The inter-step transition relation, £, is extended so that it captures the evolution of the ambient structure of the configuration in addition to the temporal constructs of TCC. The transition relations, → and £ are parametrised by the context, φ, within a configuration: → φ captures the transformation on an agent at node φ within a time-step; and £ φ captures the transformation of an agent at node φ between time-steps.
Execution of a MTCC program now consists of alternating maximal sequences of £ and →, starting with a maximal sequence of → steps. The sequences are maximal in the sense that no further execution steps are possible; in the case of →, quiescence has been reached; and in the case of £ a normal form has been reached.
Tell The effect of a simple tell constraint is to assert the constraint in the context of a node in the configuration. There is no other operational step associated with this construct. Note that the constraint is only asserted for a single time-step -it is not persistent across time-steps. Ambient The assertion of an ambient m[ A ], results in the creation of a new node in the configuration below the current node, containing the multi-set of agents corresponding to A. The constraint m is also asserted in the current node. Unlike a simple tell constraint, an ambient is persistent across time-steps. Given an ambient m[ A ] in the configuration, it will persist in the configuration unless specified otherwise by the operational semantics (cf. semantics for abort, and capabilities below). This behaviour is implicit in the operational semantics by the fact that we specify the transitions in the context of the nodes of configurations, whose tree structure is assumed to persist into the next step, unless specified otherwise. Positive Ask Consider the agent if c then A. In the context of a node φ of a configuration Γ , this agent evolves into A if the constraint c is satisfied. Unit Delay The agent next A has no effect in the current time step. It executes the agent A in the next time step.
Skip The agent skip is the agent that does nothing at a time instant. Operationally, skip has no effect.
Abort The agent abort is the agent that instantaneously halts the program executing at a node. It stops all interaction with the environment
If an ambient contains the abort agent, then it evolves into skip in the next time-step. Intuitively, an ambient is active only as long as it contains an active agent that can interact with the environment
New Name The agent new X in A, generates a fresh name, n, that is not currently used and binds it to the variable X; i.e. substitutes all free occurrence of X in A with n.
Capabilities The capabilities of MTCC are given an operational semantics that is essentially the same as their semantics in the ambient calculus.
Similar to ambients, the capabilities of MTCC persist across time-steps until they are consumed.
In the presentation given above, we have modelled capabilities as agent combinators; an alternative semantics would be to consider capabilities as being constraints. The capabilities can be viewed as first-order or predicate constraints. This would involve extending the underlying constraint system beyond the Gentzen constraint system, to include first-order constraints. In this case the capability constraints would have the same behaviour as any other constraint. In particular, they would not persist across time-steps. An advantage of this approach would be to unify the presentation of constraints and capabilities; which would in turn simplify the denotational model of MTCC.
We note from the operational semantics that we could dispense with the simple tell construct. For all effective purposes, the term m[ abort ] has the same behaviour as the term m; i.e. we have the the equation
Intuitively, an ambient containing an agent that cannot interact with the environment, and cannot be observed, is equivalent to a signal. This equation can also be validated by the denotational model of MTCC that we have alluded to earlier.
It is easy to see that the operational semantics presented above is a conservative extension of the operational semantics of TCC. The significant change is that the transitions are now specified in the context of a node in the configuration. The other significant change from TCC is that the presence of ambients and ambient evolution has introduced non-determinism into the transition relations. The non-determinism is however confined to the £ φ transition that specifies the evolution of the ambient structure.
An extension to the language that might be useful in practice would be to extend the ask constructs to allow querying constraints within named ambients. Syntactically, this extension would amount to allow querying constraints of the form m.n.p, i.e. a sequence of names. Semantically, such an ask would succeed if the current node contained an ambient with name m, that in turn contained an ambient with name n, where the constraint p is asserted.
Given a sequence of node labels in a configuration, φ , let α(φ ) be the sequence of ambient names corresponding to the nodes in the configuration. We represent the concatenation of sequences φ, and φ as φ.φ . The operational semantics for the extended ask construct can be given as
The corresponding extension for a tell, ψ.a, asserts the signal a in every ambient accessible from the current node by following the sequence of names, ψ; i.e. in the context φ of the configuration:
Note that according to this definition, the tell , ψ.a, has no effect if there are no ambients accessible by the sequence of labels ψ.
Note that the extended ask, and tell constructs imply instantaneous communication of information between an inner ambient and an outer ambient that contains it. In the absence of such an extended constructs, the information would have to be encapsulated in another ambient representing a message that would then carry the information between the inner ambient to the outer ambientsuch techniques have been explored in the literature on ambients for modelling access-control issues [Car00] .
Examples
In this section we present two motivating examples for the use of MTCC. The first example is from the telecommunications arena; we build upon the simple call model presented in Example 1 to show how we can use MTCC to express reactive control of multiple calls. The second example is taken from multi-agent systems, where we model the distributed state of a multi-agent exploratory system. Example 4 (Reactive control of calls). One of the motivations for the work in this paper was to model complex reactive systems, consisting of a number of interacting reactive components. One such system is a telephone switch, that has to handle incoming calls, make outgoing calls if necessary, and connect the two together.
We model such a situation, albeit in a considerably simplified form. Let us consider a telephone switch as being an ambient with the name switch. The switch interacts with the environment by receiving and making calls.
Initially, let us assume that the switch has no ongoing calls, i.e. it is idle. This situation can be modelled as:
where HandleIncoming is the behaviour of the switch for handling incoming calls, which we will define later.
An incoming call could be signalled to the switch by asserting a signal, incoming. Another technique for signalling an incoming call would be to assert an ambient with the name incoming; this has the advantage of encapsulating the reactive nature of the call within an ambient. This situation can be represented as
where SimpleCall is the MTCC program modelling a simple call (cf. Example 1). The program to handle incoming calls can now be modelled as the MTCC program:
HandleIncoming = watching connected do always searching whenever incoming do InitiateOutgoing whenever outgoing.answered do incoming.answer whenever outgoing.answered do (connect incoming outgoing) whenever outgoing.answered do next always connected whenever incoming.idle do outgoing.disconnect where InitiateOutgoing = watching outgoing.idle do outgoing [ SimpleCall ] This program basically has two states: searching, and connected. The initial state is searching. The agent whenever incoming do InitiateOutgoing waits for an incoming call, and on receiving an incoming call, spawns off an outgoing call. The outgoing call is itself spawned off by asserting an ambient with the name outgoing. Note that this ambient is deleted once it becomes idle -this is achieved by the agent watching outgoing.idle do outgoing [ SimpleCall ] If the outgoing call is answered, then the incoming call is also answered, and the incoming and outgoing calls are connected to each other. This is achieved by the agents: whenever outgoing.answered do incoming.answer whenever outgoing.answered do connect incoming outgoing
We have used the ambient capability connect incoming outgoing to model the action of connecting the speech-paths of two calls together -it is a domainspecific capability.
Finally, if the incoming call is disconnected, the outgoing call is also disconnected. This is expressed by the agent: whenever incoming.idle do outgoing.disconnect This example models a very simplistic scenario, but it gives the flavour of the power of MTCC to model multi-agent systems. This example can be extended in a number of ways; for example, it is possible to model call-transfer between switches, by moving the ambient corresponding to a call from one switch (ambient) to another. It is also possible to model different procedures for handling calls as different ambients, and dynamically change the way in which a call is handled by the switch by moving the call between these call-handling ambients. Due to a lack of space, we leave an exploration of these possibilities to a future paper.
Example 5 (Multi-agent explorer). The second example that we present is a variation of an example presented quite often in the literature, about an agent exploring some terrain. The behaviour of the agent is quite simple: if it can go left, it moves to the left; if it can move to the right, it moves to the right; if neither, it stops. We can express this agent as follows:
Basically, every location that the explorer reaches is modelled by an ambient, starting with the top-level ambient of System. The explorer is also modelled by an ambient with the name explorer. The ability to move left or right is controlled by the signals canmoveleft, and canmoveright, which we assume are asserted by the environment. The definition Explore, captures the act of exploring: if the explorer can move to the left, an ambient is created with the label left, which then moves out of the explorer ambient; and similarly if the explorer can move right. At every step of the exploration, it is also possible for the explorer to stop, which is captured by the stop ambient. At every step of the exploration, the explorer can move left or right, stop by moving into the stop ambient, or start again by moving out of the stop ambient. These capabilities are available at every time-step to the explorer as expressed by Movement. The non-determinism of the exploration is captured by the evolution of the ambient structure that is non-deterministic by nature.
This example presents a very elegant technique for expressing exploration. With MTCC, we can go further and introduce multiple agents into the framework. For example, a component of the explorer, could be an agent of the form
Basically, if detailed exploration of a particular location is required, a sub-agent can be spawned off that performs detailed exploration, while the explorer continues. Note that the sub-agent is created with a fresh name, and first moves out of the explorer ambient.
This example can be further enhanced to include details such as markers that the explorer can leave at each location to indicate the direction in which it has moved. This information can then be accessed by the sub-agents to re-join the main explorer when they have finished their task. We leave a further exploration of this design space to a future paper.
Conclusion and future work
In this paper we have presented an extension of a reactive programming language to allow for the expression of multi-agent reactive systems. The extension is achieved by incorporating notions from the ambient calculus into a reactive language, TCC. The main thesis of this paper is that the issues of reactive programming and multi-agent systems are orthogonal to each other. This has been demonstrated by the orthogonal combination of the features of the ambient calculus and TCC.
We have presented the syntax and operational semantics of the language Mobile Timed Concurrent Constraints (MTCC). Both the syntax and semantics of MTCC, can be seen as a conservative extension of the semantics for TCC, and the ambient calculus. We have also hinted at a denotational model for MTCC that can be expressed as a conservative extension of the denotational model of TCC as presented in [SJG94b] .
We have also presented some motivating examples that demonstrate the expressive power of MTCC. The examples take commonly used examples in the literature of single-agent systems and extends them modularly to incorporate multi-agent features. The example of a telephone switch demonstrates a simple technique for expressing reactive control of reactive sub-agents, while keeping the definition of the sub-agents simple. The second example that we present of an exploratory agent makes more essential use of the ambient structure. This example shows how a multi-agent reactive system can be expressed in MTCC, by combining reactive computation, and multi-agent interaction in the same formalism.
By its very nature, this paper raises more questions than it answers. We outline below some of the more obvious areas for further work Denotational Model We have hinted earlier that the denotational model of MTCC, can be viewed as an extension of the denotational model of TCC: the denotational model of MTCC can be seen as a set of traces where each element in the trace is a tree of quiescent states of TCC. However, some work is required in presenting this denotational model in a compositional manner. The main difficulty is in expressing the evolution of the ambient structure in a compositional manner. Another interesting question is whether the evolution of a single agent, i.e. a sequence of quiescent states, can be identified from the sequence of trees of quiescent states. This question could possibly addressed by a compositional expression of the semantics of MTCC.
Programming with MTCC The combination of ambients with reactive programs, opens up a huge range of possibilities for programming. A number of interesting programming idioms can be expressed by this combination. For example, it might be possible to express boot-strapping of reactive program using the boot-strap idiom of ambients (cf. Example 2). Reasoning with MTCC One of the main motivations behind this work was to obtain a simple and elegant semantic model for multi-agent reactive computation. Having a simple model, will allow us to develop effective techniques for reasoning about multi-agent systems. An interesting exercise would be to develop a logic for reasoning with MTCC, following [SJG96] , where a logic is presented for an extension of TCC, Timed Default Concurrent Constraints. Both TCC, and ambient calculus come equipped with some tools for reasoning. It is hoped that the orthogonal combination of these two formalisms will allow us to carry over some of the work already done for TCC, and ambient calculus, to be carried over to reasoning about MTCC programs. Compiling MTCC Ultimately, MTCC, is a reactive programming language.
The driving force behind high-level reactive languages such as ESTEREL, LUSTRE, and SIGNAL, has been to derive a compilation of programs written in these languages into finite state automatons, that can then be incorporated into low-level code for reactive controllers. The finite state automaton also allows the validation of various real-time timing constraints of the reactive controllers. Such a compilation technique needs to be investigated for MTCC.
